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Skilling is building a better India.
If we have to move India towards
development then Skill Development
should be our mission.

Shri Narendra Modi
Prime Minister of India
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About this Book
This Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker
Qualification Pack (QP) with Ref. ID HCS/Q 7901. There are 6 National Occupational Standards (NOS)
under this qualification pack. Each National Occupational (NOS) is covered across 7 Units in this
book.
Key Learning Objectives for the every NOS mark the beginning of the Unit for that NOS. In Table of
Contents, you will find the module names with their corresponding NOS code. The symbols used in
this book are described below.
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1. Introduction
Unit 1.1 - Agarbatti sector in India
Unit 1.2 - Job role of a Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker

Participant Handbook

Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Discuss the Agarbatti sector in India, and its sub-sectors
Define the artwork that comes under Agarbatti Making.
Identify the state leading the production of agarbatti in India.
Identify different type of agarbatti products.
Describe the work area of Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker.
Identify the opportunities for Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker.
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Unit 1.1: Agarbatti Sector in India
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discuss the Agarbatti sector in India, and its sub-sectors
Define the artwork that comes under Agarbatti Making.
Identify the state leading the production of agarbatti in India.
Identify different type of agarbatti products.

1.1.1 Introduction to Agarbatti
Incense sticks, additionally known as agarbathi (or agarbatti derived from sanskrit word agaravarthi,
gara = odour, agar = aroma, varthi = wound) and joss sticks, wherein an incense paste is rolled or
moulded around a bamboo stick, is one of the main varieties of incense in india. the bamboo
approach originated in india, and is wonderful from the nepal/tibet and jap techniques of stick
making wherein a bamboo stick is not used. even though the method is likewise used inside the
west, in particular in the usa, it's far strongly associated with india. different predominant kinds of
incense are cones and logs and benzoin resin (in sanskrit saambraani), which can be incense paste
fashioned into pyramid shapes or log shapes, and then dried.

1.1.2 History of Agarbatti
The oldest supply on incense is the vedas, specifically, the atharva-veda and the rigveda. incenseburning was used both to create alluring aromas and a medicinal tool. its use in medication is
considered the primary phase of ayurveda, which makes use of incense as an technique to healing.
incense-making changed into as a consequence nearly exclusively performed with the aid of
clergymen.
The particular understanding of incense as a recovery device changed into assimilated into the non
secular practices of the time - early hinduism. as hinduism matured and buddhism become founded
in india, incense have become an quintessential a part of buddhism as properly. around 200 ce, a set
of wandering buddhist clergymen delivered incense-making to china.

1.1.3 Place of Origin
India has a wealthy subculture of using incense in lots of social and non secular activities because
time immemorial. incense sticks, additionally called Agarbatti (or Agarbatti derived from Sanskrit
phrase agaravarthi, gara = odour, agar = aroma, varthi = wound ) and joss sticks, wherein an incense
paste is rolled or moulded round a bamboo stick, is one of the major kinds of incense in India. The
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bamboo method originated in India, and is distinct from the Nepal/Tibet and Japanese methods of
stick making in which a bamboo stick is not used. Though the method is also used in the west,
particularly in America, it is strongly associated with India. Other main forms of incense are cones
and logs and Benzoin resin ( In Sanskrit Saambraani), which are incense paste formed into pyramid
shapes or log shapes, and then dried.
A uniform and codified system of incense-making first started in India. even though Vedic texts
mention using incense for masking odors and growing a pleasing odor, the contemporary device of
prepared incense-making changed into likely created via the medicinal clergymen of the time.
therefore, current, organized incense-making is intrinsically connected to the Ayurveda medical
gadget in which it's far rooted.

1.1.4 Agarbatti Making in India
Agarbattis,’ also known as ‘incense sticks,’ are made from aromatic flowers and essential oils
extracted from plants or animal assets. while lightened, those release a fragr ant smoke which finds
use inside the spiritual activities, prayers, and healing and aesthetic functions. agarbattis have been
used due to the fact that instances immemorial as an fundamental part of hindu deity worship in
india.
There are approximately 10,000 agarbatti manufacturing gadgets within the country along with tiny,
small and medium, besides any other 200 nicely-set up ones having over 50 branded Agarbatti.
nearly 12 lakh human beings are without delay or not directly hired by way of the enterpris e.
Agarbatti industry in India is a labor in depth cottage industry. Karnataka state is the main
manufacturer with Mysore and Bangalore towns being the focal facilities. Nearly a thousand units
reportedly exist in the state of Karnataka . Moreover, it is a n export-orientated enterprise. india is
exporting a wide variety of Agarbatti or incense sticks which have herbal, special fragrances
extracted from jasmine, sandalwood (Chandan) and rose. Those fragrances spread the atmosphere
and tranquility. the incense sticks are packaged attractively.
The Agarbatti enterprise relies upon heavily on woodland products for uncooked materials —a
natural advantage because nature has bestowed upon it huge fee of forests. capexcil (previously
known as primary chemicals, prescribed drugs and cosmetics export advertising council), functioning
underneath the aegis of ministry of trade and enterprise, authorities of India, over the years has
been playing an crucial role in promoting exports of agarbattis from the country. besides, itc’s
incense sticks enterprise released as a part of its strategic initiative to create multiple drivers of
growth in rapid transferring customer goods quarter (fmcg) leverages the core strengths of the
corporation in marketing and distribution, emblem building, supply chain control and paperboard
and packaging to offer indian purchasers extraordinary agarbattis.

4
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Table 1.1. 1 Export Data of Agarbatti

Tips
Where can we get the large order of agarbattis at low price?
Think about this. Where do you find the maximum production of agarbattis in India? So, Mysore and
Bangalore are the cities producing maximum agarbattis in India.

Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Unit 1.2: Job Role of Agarbatti
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Describe the work area of Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker.
Identify the opportunities for Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker.
Describe the requirements to become a Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker.
Describe the benefits of becoming Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker
Identify the market of hand rolled agarbattis.

1.2.1 Job of Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker
A Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker is the one who produces agarbatti (perfumed or un -perfumed
depending on ingredients) by rolling agarbatti masala dough over bamboo stick manually using
hand. The major ingredients for hand rolled agarbatti are bamboo stick and agarbatti masala.
A Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker should have good eyesight, hand-eye coordination and vision
(including near vision, distance vision, colour vision, peripheral vision, depth perception and ability
to change focus).

Figure 1.2. 1Hand Rolled Agarbatti Making

Following are the tasks, he needs to do in the job:
1) Carry out processing of raw material required for making agarbattis.
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2) Carry out rolling operations for agarbatti.
3) Carry out post rolling operations like drying agarbattis, packing them and storing etc.
4) Carry out quality checks on agarbattis.
5) Maintaining work area properly

1.2.2 Opportunities for Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker
There are great opportunities of Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker in India as well as in foreign countries
like China, Japan, USA, UK, and many other countries. A Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker has following
benefits:
•

Very Low cost of equipment so easily start business

•

Exclusive made agarbattis have good domestic and export markets

•

Versatility in changing aroma.

•

Possibility of more value addition in very small cost

A Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker also gets job opportunities apart from easy entrepreneurship like,
he/she can be:


Hand Rolled Agarbatti Maker for both local demand and foreign demand industries.

Exercise
1. Which place/region in India is highest production state for agarbattis?

2. Write down the history of agarbattis production in India.
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3. Write down a short note on place of origin of agarbattis.

4. Discuss the opportunities for hand rolled agarbatti maker in India as well as Foreign.

5.

What is the job of a hand rolled agarbatti maker and what are the opportunities?

8
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2. Raw Material
Preparation
Unit 2.1 – Collecting Raw Material
Unit 2.2 – Preparing Agarbatti Masala Dough and Sticks

10
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify the raw material required for making agarbatti.
Identify various ingredients of agarbatti raw material.
Identify the tools required to prepare raw material for agarbatti .
Describe the process of preparing raw material.
Describe the process of preparing sticks for agarbatti.
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Unit 2.1: Raw Material for Agarbatti
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify the raw material required for making agarbatti.
2. Identify various ingredients of agarbatti raw material.
3. Identify the tools required to prepare raw material for agarbatti.

2.1.1 Raw Material and their Uses
CHARCOAL: The wood becoming black on burning is pulverised to the required mesh and used as a
filler for agarbatties. Dry wood is cut into pieces and put in a kiln like structure and fired from below
and the entire layer is covered by mud. The charcoal thus formed is removed and sent to pulverising
units. There are three grades available in markets:
1st Quality: This is water washed coal which contains no silica or mud.
2nd Quality: This grade contains 10 to 15% silica or mud.
Charcoal from bamboo is good substitute to wood charcoal and can be produced abundantly.
Testing of Charcoal: To test the grade of charcoal a measured quantity of pulverised coal is put into
known quantity of water and stirred. Good quality charcoal does not leave any mud or silica to
settle. If the silica contents are more than 20%, It is not suitable for agarbatti then as the stick will
not burn properly till the end.

Figure 2.1. 1 Charcoal Powder
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JIGATU: It has very good adhesive and combustible properties and found basically in the Southern
State of India. It is available in 100-150 mesh powder. This material is available in two qualities, viz.,
Yelga and Kulirmavu.
Yelga variety is best for Agarbatti and is available as Teli or T eni and Kerala variety.
Kulirmavu is normally half the price of the Yelga variety. Sometimes adulterant like saw-dust is
added and it is not advisable to purchase this mixed jigatu.

Figure 2.1. 2 Jigatu powder

SANDAL WOOD: Known botanically worldwide as Santalum Album Linn, it is a valuable, precious gift
of nature to India. Available for agarbatti manufacture as Sandalwood Balloon Dust and Spent Wood
Dust (waste product after oil has been extracted). It is used as filler in Agarbatti Manufacture.

Figure 2.1. 3 Sandal Wood

SAWDUST: It is fine-grained wood small-grained to the mesh of one hundred - two hundred that has
no dangerous odour on burning and is neutral in combustions.
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Figure 2.1. 4 Saw Dust

NOORVA: It is mixture of odoriferous fibrous materials and other fragrant substances that have the
property of combustion.
MELNOORVA: This is the same kind of Noorva Containing varied odoriferous fibrous materials that
have the property of combustion, however is applied over the rolled mass, in order that the battis,
once rolled mustn't persist with one another further on the hands of the employee World Health
Organization rolls the mass over the stick.
This Melnoorva commonly contains Charcoal dirt within the magnitude relation 1:2 and Jigatu in 23%. The addition of Jigatu helps to keep the palms free from the sticky material once agarbathies
area unit dried.

Figure 2.1. 5 Various items used in Melnoorva
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WAX PAPER: It is used for drying some recipes.

Figure 2.1. 6 Wax paper

BAMBOO: First you've got to cross cut bamboo to 10” or 7” inchers size effort out nodes. Employing
a knife, the items are split in to slates. The slates are slivered victimization little knives or blades. this
can be however bamboo sticks are created.

Figure 2.1. 7 Bamboo Sticks
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HERBS AND FLOWER:
Some of the Incense bearing barks, stems herbs & flowers are as follows :
F.N. - Family Name. B.N. - Botanical Name

1

Halmaddi

2

Aarura, Perumavam

3

Kust, Pachuk

4

Nair

5

Chandini, Tagara

6

Ain, Asan

7

Divana Babul

8

Vacha, Gorbach

9

Bel Bilva

10

Agar

11

Salai Dhup, Sallaki

12

Punnaga, Sultana Champa

13

Cananga Ylang Ylang

14

Dalchini

15

Amb Halad, Kachura

16

Motha, Mustaka

17

Jirhap, Machino

18

Dulaba Champa

F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Simarubaceae
Ailanths Malabarca
Simarubaceae
Alianthus Triphysa Alston
Compositae
Saussurea Lappa Clake
Rutacceae
Skimmaia Laureola Sieb & Zucc
Apocyanaceae
Tapernaemontana Coronaria Wild
Combrataceae
Terminalia Tomenotosa W & A
Leguminosae
Accacia Farnesiana Wild
Araccae
Acorus Calamum Linn
Rutaceae
Argle Marmelos Correa
Thymelaceae
Aquilaria Agallocha Roxb
Burseracceae
Boswellia Serrata Roxb
Gulliferae
Calophyllum Inophyllum Linn
Annonacea
Canangium Odoratum Baill
Lauracea
Chinnamomum Zeylanicum Breyn
Zingiberaceae
Curcuma Zedoaria Rose
Cyperaceae
cyperus Rotundus Linn
Ericaceae
Gaultheria Fragrantissima Wall
Zingiberaceae
Hedychium Coronarium Koenig
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19

Kapurkachari

20

Henna, Mehndi

21

Nagksar, Surigi, Surgini

22

Nagchampa

23

Champaka

24

Bakul, Ovalli

25

Mungna, Sainjna

26

Kamini Marchulla

27

Keora, Ketki, Ketuki

28

Pachouli

29

Ghela Maniphal

30

Chandan

31

Methi, Fenugrek

32

Khus - Khus, Vativer

33

Banaf Shah, Violet

34

Jiban, Charcoal Tree

35

Sonchampa, Frangipani

36

Dhup

37

Scedhup

38

Muskh Dana, Musk
Mallow

39

Rohu

40

Luban

41

Ralu Doopa

F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Zingerberaceae
Hedychium Spicatum Buch-Ham
Lytharaceae
Lawsonia Inermis Lin
Gulliferae
Mammea Longifolia Planch & Trian
Gulliferae
Mesua Ferrea Linn
Magnoliaceae
Michelia Champaca Linn
Sapotaceae
Mimusops Elengi Linn
Moringaceae
Moringa Oleifera Lam
Rutaceae
Murraya Oleifera lam
Pandanaceae
Pandanus Tectorius Sol
Labiatae
Pogostemom Heyneanus Benth
Rubiaceae
Randia brandissi Gamble
Santalaceae
Santalum Album Linn
Leguminaeceae
Trigonella Foenumgraecum Linn
Gramineae
Nativeria Zizanioides Nash
Vidaceae
Viola odoranta Linn
Ulmaceae
Trema Orientalis Blime
Apocynaceae
Flumeria Rubra Linn Forma Rubra & irani Comb Nov
Burceraceae
Canarium Euphyllum Kurz
Pinaceae
Juniprus Macropopa Boiss
Malvaeceae
Amelmoschus Moschatus Medic
Lauraceae
Cinnamomum Cedidaphne Meissn
Burseraceae
Boswellia Sernata Roxb
Burseracceae
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42

Kulirmauv, Gulmavu

43

Deodar

44

Keshar Zafran

45

Karpura

46

Halmaddu

47

Guguladhoopa

B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.
F.N.
B.N.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Canarium Strictum Roxb
Lauraceae
Machilus Macrantha
Pinaceae
Cedrus Deodara Loud
Iridaceae
Crocus Sativus Linn
Boraginaceae
Ehretia Laevis Roxb
Sapotaceae
Mimusops Elengi L
Simaroubaceae
Ailanthus Triphysa, Nalabaricum

NATURAL INCENSE (AGARBATTI) INGREDIENTS
The beginning ground for creating fine aromatic incense mixtures is victimization of top quality
natural ingredients. Begin with a number of your favorite woods and spices and experiment with
new substances as you become more well-off and intrigued with the method. Try and continuously
use a minimum of one resin or wood in your mixture as a base.

Figure 2.1. 8 Ingredients of Natural Incense
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Herbs

Resins

Woods

.
cassia
Cinnamon Chips
Calamus root
Galangal root
Ginger
Hyssop
Iris flowers/Orris Root
Juniper berries
Juniper Wood
Juniper Tips
Lavender flowers
Lemongrass
Marjoram
Mugwort
Musk Seeds
Orange Powder
Patchouli
Rose
Rosemary
Saffron
Sage, White incense
Spikenard
Star Anise
Sweet Grass
Thyme
Tumeric
Vanilla
Vetiver

Amber
Acacia
Amber
Balsam - Peru
Balsam - Tolu
Balsam - Copaiba
Benzoin - Siam
Benzoin - Sumatra
Borneol Camphor
Burgundy Pitch
Colophony
Copal-Gold
Copal-Black
Copal-White
Dammar White
Dammar Brown
Dragon's Blood
Elemi
Frankincense
Galbanum
Guggul
Labdanum
Hibiscus
Mastic
Myrrh
Opoponax
Pinon Pine
Sandarac
Storax

Aloeswood and Agarwood
Cedar
Cedar - Red
Juniper
Sandalwood
Palo Santo
Pine

Basic Tools for Preparing Agarbatti Masala
Mortar & Pestle: Using a large solid granite mortar and pestle for the heavy work of grinding resins
is preferred.
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Figure 2.1. 9 Mortar and Pestle

Grinders: There are any number of grinders that will work in making incense. We can use a few
different grinders. The strength of "steel burrs" for grinding is the only requirement.
Hand-crank coffee mills with steel burrs can be used for Herbs, Roots, Seeds, Spices, Flowers.

Figure 2.1. 10 Grinder

Scale / Measuring Spoons: Measuring by weight and using a scale that measures by as little as onetenth of a gram (0.1 gram) to allow for small recipes to be made. Rec ipes by weight seem to
be more reliable for consistency because volume measurements greatly depend upon granular size.

20
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Figure 2.1. 11 Measuring Spoon

Extruders: Clay guns, beef-jerky and sausage extruders, and sugar-paste guns, etc. can be used as
extruders to make incense sticks of all shapes. Stuff the gun with incense dough and squeeze the
lever to create perfectly shaped sticks.

Figure 2.1. 12 Extruder Set

Storing Ingredients: Store all-natural ingredients and incense mixtures in colored glass or ceramic
jars and keep them in a cool, dark, dry space. Interior closets usually work well.
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Figure 2.1. 13 Storage Jars
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Unit 2.2: Preparing Agarbatti Masala Dough and Sticks
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Describe the process of preparing raw material.
Describe the process of preparing sticks for agarbatti.
Calculate the approximate ratio in which the ingredients are to be mixed
Check and justify that the masala dough is uniformly mixed with right level of viscosity
Carry out operations at a rate which maintains workflow
Respond appropriately in case of any major faults in the bamboo stick and other ingredients.
Minimize and dispose the waste materials in the approved manner

2.2.1 PREPARING AGARBATTI MASALA DOUGH
First of all we have to select any specific recipe for which we are making the masala dough. Various
agarbatti recipes are available some of them are as follows:
To make approximately, 1,400 gms of Natural Bathi different combinations are as follows :
1
2
3
4

Combination I
Jigatu
Charcoal
Bamboo
Melnoorva

1
2
3
4

Combination II
Jigatu
White Chips/Noorva
Bamboo
Melnoorva

500
500
250-400
100-150

1
2
3
4
5

Combination III
Jigatu
White Chips/Noorva
Charcoal
Bamboo
Melnoorva

500
250
250
250-400
100-150

500
500
250-400
100-150
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1
2
3
4
5

Combination IV
Jigatu
Sandalwood dust/Noorva
Charcoal
Bamboo
Melnoorva

500
250
250
250-400
100-150

1
2
3
4

Combination V
Jigatu
Spentwood dust/Noorva
Bamboo
Melnoorva

500
500
250-400
100-150

1
2
3
4
5

Combination VI
Jigatu
White Chips/Noorva
Sandalwood Dust
Bamboo
Melnoorva

500
250
250
250-400
100-150

The ingredients of masala agarbattis which contain chemicals as well as natural ingredients are given
next.
AMBER CHANDAN BATHI
Charcoal / White Chips
Jigatu
Saltpetre
Sandal Perfume
Vanillin
Phenyl Acetic Acid Flakes
Amber

250 g.
250 g.
15 g.
50 g.
25 g.
25 g.
25 g.

AMBRI HEENA
Charcoal / White Chips
Jigatu
Saltpetre
Amber Solid
Henna
Sandal

250 g.
250 g.
15 g.
50 g.
25 g.
25 g.
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KASTURI CHANDAN BATHI
Charcoal / White chips
Jigatu
Saltpetre
Cedar wood
Musk

250 g.
250 g.
15 g.
50 g.
50 g.

CHANDAN BATHI
Charcoal / White Chips
Jigatu
Saltpetre
Sandal
Vanillin

250 g.
250 g.
15 g.
100 g.
20 g.

Making Agarbatti Masala Dough
STEP 1:
Measure, Grind, and Measure Again: Measure each ingredient in your recipe either by weight using
a scale (the preferred and more consistently reliable method), or by volume using measuring spoons
and cups.
If using a weight scale, to make small recipe batches it's best to use a scale that measures by the
gram (preferably by the tenth of a gram: 0.1 gram).

Figure 2.2. 1 Weighing Machine

If measuring by volume, use spoons that measure 1/4 TSP, 1/2 TSP, 1 TSP, and 1 TBSP. Measuring
cups can also be used for making larger batches of incense.
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TSP=teaspoon
TBSP = tablespoon
In each cases, roughly live the ingredients in their whole type initial, then grind every and build your
final activity once the ingredients are ground.

Figure 2.2. 2 Measuring Ingredients

Grinding Tips: Grind each ingredient separately using a mortar and pestle. If you're making loose
incense, incense trails, or pellets, then grind all ingredients to a small granular form, about the
consistency of sea salt or coarse sand. You may powder it all if you like, but it's not required.

Figure 2.2. 3 Grinding Solid Ingredients

If you're making incense sticks, cones, then all ingredients must be ground to a very fine powder.
This allows the sticks, cones to burn more reliably and evenly. Sift the ground powders though a
small metal sifter/strainer to make sure all larger grains have been removed.
26
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Figure 2.2. 4 Filtering for coarse content

Gums & Resins: Freeze slightly gummy resins for 15 to 30 minutes prior to grinding for faster,
easier, and more efficient grinding. Very soft gum resins like labdanum and elemi are best frozen
overnight.
Resins must be ground or powdered in a mortar and pestle. They will clog, destroy and ruin any
grinder, mill, blender, processor, etc. you put in their path. The old fashioned way is still the only
way.

Figure 2.2. 5 Granite Mortar and Pestle

We prefer using a large solid granite mortar and pestle for the heavy work of grinding resins. Some
soft gum resins may stick to the granite so freezing the mortar and pestle as well as the gum resins
prior to grinding can help prevent this.
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Figure 2.2. 6 Freezing items in side fridge

Woods: Woods can be very difficult to powder and doing so can be a path of great patience and
attention.
If you're making incense sticks, cones, it's often easier to purchase woods already in powder form.

Figure 2.2. 7 Cutting Wood to small pieces

If you're making loose incense, it's okay to use small wood chips about the size of grains of rice.
Powders work well too but aren't necessary to make and heat a loose incense mixture.
To grind woods use a small hammer and wood chisel to chip the wood into smaller and smaller
pieces. Once into very small, rice-size chips or shavings, woods can then be ground into powders
using coffee grinders or grain mills, either manual or electric.
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Figure 2.2. 8 Grinding woods for masala

Herbs, Spices and Flowers: These are usually easily ground in coffee grinders or mills, either electric
or manual. Though sometimes hard, whole pieces of ingredients like cloves, cinnamon sticks,
nutmeg, musk seeds, etc. are often best ground in a mortar and pestle first and then run through a
grinder or mill.
Fruit: Orange, lemon, lime and other citrus peels can be ground from the fruit by rubbing a cheese
grater across the peel of the fruit. Scatter cut peels on a screen, wax paper, cutting board, or
cardboard and let dry, turning occasionally. These dried peels can then be used as is for making
loose incense, or can be ground into powders in a coffee mill for making incense sticks, cones.

Figure 2.2. 9 Grating fruits for masala

STEP 2:
Mix: Combine the ultimate ground and measured ingredients along together mixture and grind it
around a small amount within the mortar and pestle to assist "merge" the aromas.
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Figure 2.2. 10 Combining ingredients

STEP 3:
Heat & Test: Congratulations, you've now made your very own "agarbatti masala dough " You're
ready to heat it.
Even if you plan to continue on and make kneaded incense (agarbatti) pellets, trails, sticks, cones
with this incense it's best to stop right now, heat it and see if you enjoy the aroma and/or energy of
the incense. If it's not to your approval, make adjustments now before moving on.

Figure 2.2. 11 Heat testing of masala
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STEP 4: Once you've heated your (loose incense) Agarbatti Masala Dough you can make adjustments
to the recipe to suit your own tastes and desires. This is a completely subjective step in the process
of making incense and so only your own nose, instincts, and experience can guide you.

PREPARING AGARBATTI STICKS: You need following materials to make bamboo sticks
Bamboo tree
Hand saw
Large knife
Small knife and blades
Step1. First you want to cross cut bamboo to ten or seven inchers size going out nodes as follows

Figure 2.2. 12 Cross cut bamboo

Step 2. Using a knife, the pieces are split in to slats.

Figure 2.2. 13 Splitting bamboo in to slats
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Step 3. The slates are slivered with small knives/blades as shown in below figure.

Figure 2.2. 14 Silvered slates

Step 4. Now you should put sticks under sun to dry them and be ready to make incense sticks.

Figure 2.2. 15 Bamboo sticks prepared

Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise
1. What is Charcoal? Discuss its role in agarbatti.

2. Discuss the process of testing charcoal.

3. What is the role of Jigatu in agarbatti making?

4. What is the importance of sandal wood in agarbatti making?

5. Discuss the role of saw dust, noorva, and melnoorva in agarbatti making.
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6. Write down the name of 10 common herbs that can be used in making agarbatti aroma ?

7. Discuss in detail about tool used for hand rolled agarbatti making.

8. Write down the steps of preparing masala dough for agarbatti and perform them in the
workshop.
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9. Discuss the steps to prepare bamboo sticks for agarbatti.
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3. Performing Rolling
Operation
Unit 3.1 – Hand Rolling Agarbatti
Unit 3.2 – Post Rolling Operation
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Learn the process of hand rolling masala dough on bamboo sticks.
Use various tools used in making agarbatti.
Describe the process of drying agarbatti after hand rolling.
Describe the process of storage of prepared agarbatti .
Describe the process of packing agarbatti.
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Unit 3.1: Hand Rolling Agarbatti
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Learn the process of hand rolling masala dough on bamboo sticks.
Use various tools used in making agarbatti.
Identify the appropriate rolling desk suitable for hand rolling
Check and ensure that the of rolling surface of the desk does not have any permanent
rugged impression
Ensure that the rolling desk sits on the ground appropriately without any movement
Correctly hold bamboo stick for enhanced productivity
Roll the masala over the stick starting from one end (leaving the tip length) to the other end
of the stick
Coat a layer of dry masala over the rolled stick

3.1.1 Hand Rolling Agarbatti
To make incense sticks, cones or trails, you first must begin with a finely powdered incense mixture
called Agarbatti Masala Dough or Loose Incense. If you already have your powdered loose incense
mix then you're ready to continue on with these step-by-step instructions and create your own
incense (agarbatti) sticks, cones, or molds.


Grind each of your incense ingredients into a fine powder.

Figure 2.2. 16 Grinding ingredients to form fine powder



Sift your powder through a flour sifter – using only the fine powder for your mix.



Combine all ingredients into a bowl.
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Add a percentage of makko powder to incense powder.
Note: high resin content in your recipe means it will need more makko to make it burn (add 40 90% makko for high resin mixtures), incense made with mostly woods, spices and herbs will
need only 5-30% makko.

Figure 2.2. 17 Makko

•

Combine makko and fine incense and blend completely.

•
It's best to check the mixture currently by burning it as associate incense path. - if it burns
slow and steady as a path then it'll conjointly burn simply fine once its moistened, created into a
dough, and fashioned into sticks, cones.
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If the incense path does not burn well or goes out - add additional makko.



If the incense path burns too quick with a principally makko aroma, add additional incense
mixture.



Fine-tune the aroma to your tastes by adjusting the quantity of every ingredient.



Test instruction once more by burning trails, keep adjusting and testing till you've got that final
instruction and it is time to maneuver on.

Figure 2.2. 18 Burning test



Set aside 10% of this combined dry incense/makko mixture in a separate bowl, leave this as
emergency backup mix.
• In a little bowl, terribly slowly drizzle in heated water into the remaining ninetieth of your
ready dry incense/makko combine.
• You will use hydrosols, essential oils, wines, liqueurs, etc. as a replacement for, or
additionally to, the water content in step nine.
• Knead the nice and cozy water into the mixture till you produce a dough concerning the
consistency of soppy sculptor’s clay.
• You ought to be able to build a mitt and have the damp however not slimed wet dough
squeeze through your fingers however be firm enough to keep up its new form while not
revealing any dry cracks within.
Workable however not wet is that the goal.
Slowly add additional water if the dough is simply too dry however do thus terribly rigorously
because of an excessive amount of water quickly makes the combo too soupy and impossible.
If you are adding an excessive amount of water, pour what liquid you'll be able to out of the
bowl, then add your emergency backup dry to combine from step eight.
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Knead the dough until you get a strong sticky paste.

Figure 2.2. 19 Kneading the dough to form sticking paste



Now it’s best to age the dough in a bowl overnight. Cover it with a damp towel and wait 24
hours.



The next day – knead the dough again, and if needed, slowly add more warm liquid (a spray
bottle works best here).

Figure 2.2. 20 Masala dough prepared



Pinch off a small piece of dough, roll it in your hands into a ball, place it down on a large flat
surface that can be cleaned afterwards – i.e. cutting board, table, tile, etc.
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With the palm of your hand roll the ball top to bottom on the prepared stick, first away from
and then back towards you, and begin forming a stick.

Figure 2.2. 21 Rolling masala dough on stick



Now switch from using your hands to using the bottom part of a small box that fits in your hand.



Roll the box bottom back and forth over stick and form to size and thickness desired.

Figure 2.2. 22 Masala dough wrapped around stick



Use a butter knife to cut the ends – we usually keep cutting them until our sticks are about 7”
long.



Roll your sticks until very thinner than a pencil.
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Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Unit 3.2: Post Rolling Operations
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Describe the process of drying agarbatti after hand rolling.
2. Describe the process of storage of prepared agarbatti.
3. Describe the process of packing agarbatti.

3.2.1 Drying
After the rolling operation is over you are required to put dry masala over the rolled agarbatti.


Put the rolled agarbatti over a dry dust free tray or surface and allow them to dry under the
sun.



Carry out drying of rolled batti uniformly ensuring minimum moisture content. Use drying
stand for best results.

Figure 2.2. 23 Racks for drying agarbattis
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Let the agarbattis dry in the open sunlight so that they are dried to sufficient extent.

Figure 2.2. 24 Dried Agarbattis

3.2.2 STORAGE
After the drying operation you are required to put the agarbatti lot on the basis of the size to a dry
area. Weigh the dried rolled batti and make bundles of unit weight (say 1 or half kg). Roll each
bundle separately in paper to refrain rolled batti to catch moisture.


Store the rolled batti lot in a dry area avoiding direct contact with ground so that they do
not stress torn each other.



Clean the rolling desk from any stains of masala that may create difficulty for next rolling
batch.



Select the area which is protected from rain and wind.

Figure 2.2. 25 Dry storage for agarbatti sticks
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3.2.3 PACKAGING
After taking all the steps correctly, the last step remains is packing and making it ready to deliver to
consumers. Packing process is very important related to the safety of sticks during transport
process. Also, the agarbatti sticks are packed in such a way that the fragrance last longer. The
following steps which should be taken to pack Agarbatti sticks are as follows:


Agarbatti Sticks are packed as a bundle of 20 to 30 sticks in a box.



Before putting the agarbatti sticks into the box, the sticks are placed in a thin plastic bag.

Figure 2.2. 26 Agarbatti sticks in plastic bags



The plastic bag is then delivered to related brands that process them in their brand paper
boxes.

Figure 2.2. 27 Agarbatti packs in market
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Exercise
1. Write down the steps of making agarbatti sticks by hand rolling and perform then in
workshop.

2. Write down the steps of drying agarbatti sticks.
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3. Write down the steps of packing and storage of agarbatti ?
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4. Quality
Management
Unit 4.1 – Defects and Rectification
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identify common defects in agarbattis and their reasons.
Describe the remedies of common defects.
Take the necessary action when materials do not conform to quality standards
Report and replace identified faulty materials and component parts which do not meet
specification
Identify modifiable defects and rework on them
Carry out quality checks at specified intervals according to instructions
Apply the allowed tolerances
Identify faults and take appropriate action for rectification
Ensure standard stick length is 8-9 inches or as per the specification
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Unit 4.1: Defects and Rectifications
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identify common defects in agarbattis and their reasons.
Describe the remedies of common defects.
Take the necessary action when materials do not conform to quality standards
Report and replace identified faulty materials and component parts which do not meet
specification
Identify modifiable defects and rework on them
Carry out quality checks at specified intervals according to instructions
Apply the allowed tolerances
Identify faults and take appropriate action for rectification
Ensure standard stick length is 8-9 inches or as per the specification

4.1.1 Common Defects and Remedy
FAULTY RECIPE
Sometimes the agarbatti sticks made contain faulty amount of ingredients which may lead us to
faulty smell or rapid combustion. These defects take place due to following reasons:


Inappropriate amount of Jigatu or makko powder.



In appropriate amount of masala proportions.

Remedies:


Taking appropriate amount of ingredient proportion like Wood glue + Charcoal powder +
sawdusts + Sandalwood powder = 1:2:1:.5



Adding makko and then checking the loose masala dough by burning it before rolling over
agarbatti sticks.

FAULTY DRYING
The agarbatti sticks and the agarbatti masala rolled over sticks need a certain amount of time to dry
properly and to give out the best results. Faulty drying may cause following defects:
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Loosening of the rolled masala over the sticks which may lead to falling off masala leaving
the unrolled stick behind.



Under dry sticks or wet sticks do not accumulate the masala rapidly.

Remedies:


Continue kneading the masala over and over so that the dough thus formed have good
adhesive property to hold on the sticks.



Give the sticks proper time and sun light to dry completely.

STICK LENGTH
The sticks used for agarbatti are usually of a size range between 7 to 10 inches. Making smaller or
larger than the standard size involves defects as follows:


Breaking of Sticks due to long length under slight compression as the sticks made are very
thin.



Short sticks undergo the burning process in no time.

Remedies:


Do not overcut or undercut the bamboo sticks.



Use any measuring scale for perfect cutting.

FAULTY STORAGE
Storing plays an important role in the transport and safety of agarbatti sticks. The following are the
faults which can take place due to improper storage:


Putting agarabatti lot over a wet surface results in overlapping of rolled masala dough.



Putting the lot over dusty or rough surface results in odd smell, unburnt masala and
breaking of dry masala.

Remedies:


Always put the agarbatti lot over clean and dry surface.



Avoid direct contact with ground.
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ROLLING DEFECT
Rolling is major step to make agarbatti sticks. Proper rolling provide standard proportion of holding
and rolled area. Follwing are the defects which takes place during rolling:


Having low knead dough makes it difficult to be rolled properly on the sticks.



Low unrolled space for holding the sticks.

Remedies:


Always leave some unrolled space for holding agarbatti sticks.



Knead the dough again and again and give it at least 1 to 2 days and then knead again.

Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise
1. Discuss the reason of faulty recipe and remedies.

2. Discuss the reason of faulty drying and remedies.

3. Discuss the reason of faulty stick length and remedies.

4.

Discuss the reason of faulty storage and remedies.

5.

Discuss the reason of rolling defects and remedies.
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5. Work Area
Management
Unit 5.1 – Work Area Management

56
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Describe the importance of managing workplace.
Perform various tasks to manage workplace.
Handle materials and tools safely and correctly.
Use materials to minimize waste.
Maintain a clean and hazard free working area.
Maintain the tools.
Carry out maintenance and/or cleaning within one’s responsibility .
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Unit 5.1: Work Area Management
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Describe the importance of managing work area properly.
Describe the benefits of work area management.
Describe how to build a good housekeeping plan
Identify the elements of housekeeping

5.1.1 Reasons to Manage Workplace
A clean workplace means more than just having a sparkling, fresh building. A clean workplace also
ensures the safety and health of employees and visitors. In 2012 alone, nearly 3 million nonfatal
workplace injuries and illnesses were reported by private industry employers. Workplace injuries
can be prevented by taking action to ensure a clean, safe work environment.
Here are six reasons why a clean workplace also means a safe workplace:
1. Clean, dry floors to prevent slips and falls.
Maintaining clean, dry floors is essential for the prevention of slips and falls in the
workplace. Different categories of floor cleaners serve different purposes. For example, alkaline
cleaners are good for cleaning restaurant floors while acidic cleaners remove rust, scale, and oxides
from floors. However, some products may contain chemicals that can be detrimental to your
flooring, so be sure to talk with a cleaning professional about what is best for your facility. In
addition, keep your floors dry by using absorbent materials, such as floor mats, in functional
locations to remove moisture and soil from the bottom of shoes.
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Figure 5.1 1 Using Mop on floor

2. Disinfectants prevent the spread of germs and illness, including the flu.
Germs can easily spread throughout a workplace, particularly during flu season—but disinfecting
surfaces and objects with EPA-registered, hospital-grade disinfectants can stop germs in their tracks.

Figure 5.1 2 Applying Disinfectants on work area

3. Proper air filtration lowers employee exposure to hazardous substances.
You may not see them, however dusts associated vapors are venturous substances that may
produce an unsafe atmosphere for worke rs. Building ventilation is one necessary step you should
think about for reducing transmission mechanism of metabolic process infections and maintaining
the health and productivity of staff. Frequently exchange HVAC system filters to prevents them from
turning into saturated, that could lead on to potential microbe growth and odour considerations.
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Vacuum cleaners fitted with HEPA filters can also capture fine particles. Maintaining humidness
around thirty to fifty % through the employment of a dehumidifier is additionally necessary in
eliminating air pollutants and promoting clean air within the geographical point.

Figure 5.1 3 Air Filtration

4. Clean light fixtures improve lighting efficiency.
Dirty lighting fixtures will scale back essential light-weight levels, creating it troublesome and unsafe
for workers to complete their daily tasks. Clean lighting fixtures considerably improve lighting
potency within the work. Well-lit stairways and aisles also are vital in preventin g accidents and
maintaining a secure work atmosphere.

Figure 5.1 4 Cleaning Light bulbs

5. Green cleaning products are safer for both your employees and the environment.
Not all cleaning products are the same, and some are held to a higher standard than others.
Products with third-party certifications, such as Green Seal or GREENGUARD, must meet specific
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standards and guidelines, which ensures they’re safer for both people and the environment. Also
make sure you maintain and review Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for proper handling and
storage of the products used in your facility.

6. Proper disposal of waste and recyclable materials keeps work areas clutter-free.
Allowing trash to gather not solely produces litter, however i t conjointly presents a parcel for pests
that cause a threat to your work surroundings. Putting “no-touch” wastebaskets in key locations
throughout your facility ensures materials square measure disposed of and reduces the unfold of
germs. Use materials victimization clearly tagged waste receptacles can jointly make a lot of
property surroundings.

5.1.2 Benefits of Managing Workplace Properly
Effective geographical point management results in:
•

reduced handling to ease the flow of materials

•

fewer tripping and slippy accidents in clutter-free and spill-free work areas

•

decreased hearth hazards

•

lower employee exposures to risky substances (e.g. dusts, vapours)

•

better management of tools and materials, together with inventory and provides
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•

more economical instrumentality clean-up and maintenance

•

better sanitary conditions resulting in improved health

•

more effective use of area

•

reduced property injury by rising preventive maintenance

•

less janitorial work

•

improved morale

•

improved productivity (tools and materials are simple to find)

5.1.3 Planning Good Housekeeping program
A good housekeeping program plans and manages the orderly storage and movement of materials
from purpose of entry to exit. It includes a fabric flow commit to guarantee smallest handling. The
set up conjointly ensures that employment areas don't seem to be used as storage areas by having
employees move materials to and from work areas. A part of the set up might embrace finance in
further bins and a lot of frequent disposal.
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The costs of this investment could be offset by the elimination of repeated handling of the same
material and more effective use of the workers' time. Often, ineffective or too little storage
designing leads to materials being handled and hold on in venturesome ways. Knowing the set-up
layout and therefore the movement of materials throughout the geographical point will facilitate
plan work procedures.
Worker training is an essential part of any good housekeeping program. Workers need to know how
to work safely with the products they use. They also need to know how to protect other workers
such as by posting signs (e.g., "Wet - Slippery Floor") and reporting any unusual conditions.
Housekeeping request is "kept up" not "accomplished." Cleaning and association must be done
routinely, not exactly toward the finish of the move. Coordinating housekeeping into employments
can help guarantee this is finished. A decent housekeeping program recognizes and relegates
obligations regarding the accompanying:
•

clean up amid the move

•

day-to-day tidy up

•

waste transfer

•

removal of unused materials

•

inspection to guarantee tidy up is finished

Keep in mind off the beaten path places, for example, racks, storm cellars, sheds, and engine
compartments that would some way or another be ignored. The precise course of action of
operations, devices, gear and supplies is a vital piece of a decent housekeeping program.
The final addition to any housekeeping program is inspection. It is the only way to check for
deficiencies in the program so that changes can be made.

5.1.4 Elements of House Keeping
Dust and Dirt Removal
In a few employments, fenced in areas and fumes ventilation frameworks may neglect to gather
tidy, soil and chips enough. Vacuum cleaners are appropriate for expelling light tidy and earth.
Modern models have extraordinary fittings for cleaning dividers, roofs, edges, hardware, and other
difficult to-achieve places where tidy and earth may amass.
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Figure 5.1 5 Performing Housekeeping

Unique reason vacuums are helpful for evacuating dangerous substances. For instance, vacuum
cleaners fitted with HEPA (high effectiveness particulate air) channels might be utilized to catch fine
particles of asbestos or fibre glass.
Hosing (wetting) floors or utilizing clearing mixes before clearing decreases the measure of airborne
clean. The tidy and grime that gather in places like racks, channelling, conductors, light installations,
reflectors, windows, pantries and lockers may require manual cleaning .
Compacted air ought not be utilized for evacuating dust, earth or chips from hardware or work
surfaces.

Employee Facilities
Worker offices should be sufficient, spotless and all around kept up. Lockers are vital for putting
away representatives' close to home effects. Washroom offices require cleaning once or more each
move. They additionally need a decent supply of cleanser, towels in addition to disinfectants, if
necessary.
If laborers are utilizing perilous materials, worker offices ought to give uni que precautionary
measures, for example, showers, washing offices and change rooms. A few offices may require two
locker rooms with showers between. Utilizing such twofold locker rooms enables specialists to
shower off work environment contaminants and keeps them from sullying their "road garments" by
keeping their work garments isolated from the apparel that they wear home.
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Figure 5.1 6 Protection clothes for workshop

Smoking, consumption of alcohol or eating at the work territory got to be restricted wherever toxic
materials are being used. The consumption zone should be independent from the work region and
got to be cleansed at every shift.

Surfaces
Floors: Poor floor conditions are a leading cause of accidents. Cleaning up spilled oil and other
liquids at once is important. Allowing chips, shavings and dust accumulated can also cause accidents.
Trapping chips, shavings and dust before they reach the floor or cleaning them up regularly can
prevent their accumulation. Areas that cannot be cleaned continuously, such as entrance ways,
should have anti-slip flooring. Keeping floors in good order also means replacing any worn, ripped,
or damaged flooring that poses a tripping hazard.
Walls: Light-coloured walls reflect light while dirty or dark-coloured walls absorb light. Contrasting
colours warn of physical hazards and mark obstructions such as pillars. Paint can highlight railings,
guards and other safety equipment, but should never be used as a substitute for guarding. The
program should outline the regulations and standards for colours.
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Maintain Light Fixtures
Dirty light fixtures reduce essential light levels. Clean light fixtures can improve lighting efficiency
significantly.

Aisles and Stairways
Paths must be sufficient to suit individuals and vehicles serenely and securely. Walkway space
considers the development of individuals, items and materials. Cautioning signs and mirrors can
enhance locate lines in dazzle corners. Orchestrating passageways legitimately urges ind ividuals to
utilize them with the goal that they don't take alternate routes through risky territories.
Keeping paths and stairways clear is vital. They ought not be utilized for brief "flood" or "bottleneck"
stockpiling. Stairways and walkways likewise require sufficient lighting.

Spill Control
The best way of spills management is to prevent them before they happen. Frequently cleanup and
maintaining machines and instrumentality is a way. Another is to use drip pans and guards wherever
attainable spills may occur. Once spills do occur, it's necessary to wash them up straightaway.
Absorbent materials are helpful for wiping up greasy, oily or different liquid spills. Used absorbents
should be disposed of properly and safely.

Tools and Equipment
Tool housework is extremely necessary, whether within the tool space, on the rack, within the yard,
or on the bench. Tools need appropriate fixtures with marked locations to supply orderly
arrangement, each within the tool space and close to the work bench. Returning them promptly
when use reduces the possibility of being misplaced or lost. staff ought to often examine, clean and
repair all tools and take any broken or worn tools out of service.

Figure 5.1 7 Placing tools in Toolbox
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Maintenance
The maintenance of buildings and instrumentation could also be the foremost vital part of fine
housekeeping. Maintenance involves keeping buildings, instrumentation and machinery in safe,
economical operating order and in sensible repair. This includes maintaining healthful facilities and
often painting and improvement walls. Broken windows, broken doors, defective plumbing and
broken floor surfaces will create a geographic point look neglected; these conditions will cause
accidents and influence work practices. So, it's vital to interchange or fix broken or broken things as
quickly as potential. a decent maintenance program provides for the scrutiny, maintenance, repairs
and repair of tools, equipment, machines and processes.

Waste Disposal
The regular assortment, grading and sorting of scrap contribute to sensible work practices. It
conjointly makes it attainable to separate materials which will be recycled from those getting to
waste disposal facilities.
Allowing material to make au fait the ground wastes time and energy since beyond regular time is
needed for cleanup it up. putting scrap containers close to wherever the waste is created
encourages orderly waste disposal and makes assortment easier. All waste receptacles ought to be
clearly tagged (e.g., useful glass, plastic, rubbish, etc.).

Storage
Great association of put away materials is basic for conquering material stockpiling issues whether
on a brief or changeless premise. There will likewise be less strain wounds if the measure of deali ng
with is decreased, particularly if less manual materials movement is required. The area of the
stockpiles ought not meddle with work but rather they should in any case be promptly accessible
when required. Put away materials ought to permit no less than one meter (or around three feet) of
clear space under sprinkler heads.
Stacking containers and drums on a firm establishment and cross tying them where important,
diminishes the possibility of their development. Put away materials ought not block walkway s,
stairs, exits, fire gear, crisis eyewash wellsprings, crisis showers, or medical aid stations. All
stockpiling ranges ought to be plainly checked.
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Figure 5.1 8 Cabinet for dangerous items

Flammable, combustible, toxic and other hazardous materials should be stored in approved
containers in designated areas that are appropriate for the different hazards that they pose. Storage
of materials should meet all requirements specified in the fire codes and the regulations of
environmental and occupational health and safety agencies in your jurisdiction.

Notes
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise
1. Discuss some important reasons to manage workplace properly.

2. What are the benefits of managing workplace?

3. What are the factors for planning good housekeeping program?
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4. Discuss the main elements of house-keeping?
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6. Health and Safety
Unit 6.1 – Safety, Health, and Hygiene
Unit 6.2 – First Aid
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

State some common reasons of accidents at site.
State common accidents and prevention techniques
State ways to stay healthy and hygienic (personal hygiene)
Perform First-Aid for emergency
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Unit 6.1: Safety, Health, and Hygiene
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. State some common reasons of accidents at site.
2. State common accidents and prevention techniques
3. State ways to stay healthy and hygienic (personal hygiene)

6.1.1 General Safety Rules:
Work intelligently.


Substitute safer materials when possible.



Choose water-based products over solvent-based products.



Choose products that do not create dusts and mists.



Never hold brushes or tools in your mouth, tip brushes with your lips, etc.



Never eat, drink, or smoke in studios.



Store tools properly; keep them in good condition.



Read the labels on your materials. You cannot tell the toxicity of materials by the absence or
presence of a particular smell.



Never use materials in unintended ways. For example, don’t use standard paint for skinpainting.

Keep studio space neat and orderly.


Keep floors clean and free of slippery spots.



Keep extension cords, hoses and other tripping hazards off the floor when unused; keep
traffic ways clear.



Minimize the area in which hazardous substances are used.



Keep art studios separate from living areas and clean yourself before entering living areas.
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Ensure appropriate ventilation.


The mouth, nose, and skin can absorb hazardous materials. Ensure ventilation provides
fresh air activity to decrease exposures to dusts, fumes, gases, mists, and vapours. Adequate
ventilation means that clean air is flowing toward the artist and contaminated air is flowing
away. Blowing air around with a fan without a source of clean air is not adequate
ventilation, and can actually increase exposures to harmful substances.



Prevent the accumulation of flammable vapours or spray mists to limit fire hazards with
proper ventilation.

Have proper protective gear and cleaning supplies
available.


Wear special work clothes and keep separate from other clothing, even during clothes
washing.



Keep cleaning supplies accessible.



Clean up spills immediately, even small spills, and dispose of waste chemical and clean-up
materials properly.



Contain flammable spills with activated charcoal, diatomaceous earth, or deodorant -free cat
litter.



In the event of an accidental exposure call the National Poison Control Center Hotline or the
number for the nearest certified Poison Control Centre.

Wash hands and other exposed body parts after working,
and before eating or using the bathroom.


Avoid using toluene, turpentine, kerosene, or other solvents to clean your skin.



Use soap and water or baby oil or a skin cleanser.



Wash under fingernails. Keep nails trim and do not bite nails.

Maintain your health and fitness.


Recognize your physical, emotional, and mental limits.
o Alertness decreases with hunger and fatigue.
o Anger, sadness, hurrying and frustration increase chances of accidents and mistakes.
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Have regular health check-ups.



Make sure your health care provider is familiar with the art and craft materials you use, your
level of exposure, and your studio environment.

6.1.2 What is an Accident?
An accident is a specific, unpredictable, unusual and unintended external action which occurs in a
time and place, with no apparent and deliberate cause but with marked effects.

Types of Accidents

Physical

Activity

Vehicle

Collision or fall

Accidents during the
execution of Work

Bike Accident

or Electrical

Car Accident

Frequently occurring accidents/hazards on Workshop
Some of the more frequently encountered hazards include:


Electrical hazards



Hazard due to scissors and needle



Falling object hazards



Equipment failure



Fire Hazard
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6.1.3 What is a Fire Extinguisher?
Fire extinguishers are a fire protection device used to extinguish or control small fires.

Figure 6.1 1 Fire Extinguisher

How does a fire Extinguisher Work?
Fire extinguishers contain carbon dioxide, which is the chemical that creates the pressure over the
extinguishing agent. Once the lever is pushed, Carbon dioxide will push the agent and project it
through the hose.
Types of Fire Extinguishers:
Fire extinguishers are classified based on the type of burning material
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Figure 6.1 2 Classification of Fire Extinguisher

General method to operate a Fire Extinguisher
P

A

S

S

Pull the Pin at the top of the extinguisher. The pin releases a locking mechanism and will allow you
to discharge the extinguisher.

Aim at the base of the fire, not the flames. This is important - in order to put out the fire, you must
extinguish the fuel.

Squeeze the lever slowly. This will release the extinguishing agent in the extinguisher. If the handle
is released, the discharge will stop.

Sweep from side to side. Using a sweeping motion, move the fire extinguisher back and forth until
the fire is completely out. Operate the extinguisher from a safe distance, several feet away, and
then move towards the fire once it starts to diminish. Be sure to read the instructions on your fire
extinguisher - different fire extinguishers recommend operating them from different distances.
Remember: Aim at the base of the fire, not at the flames!!!!
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6.1.4 What is Health?
Traditionally, health is defined as the absence of illness . WHO defines health in this positive way:
Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being – and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity.

Maintaining clean environment at work:
 Designate storage space for everything.
 Provide sufficient housekeeping tools, including brooms, clean rags, and spill
absorbers.
 Define areas for scrap storage and schedule regular collection, removal, and
disposal.
 Assign clean-up responsibilities and make sure work sites are cleaned and cleared
before quitting time.
Hygiene – It is a set of practices performed for preservation of health. It is maintained in
personal, home, food and workplace.
Personal Hygiene - The cornerstone of hygiene. The body is the source and entry point of
many illnesses. Appropriate personal hygiene can prevent all sorts of diseases
Hygiene at home – When you spend your time at home you may as well maintain hygiene
as the air you breathe can affect your breath.
Food - Whether in the home, in industry or in catering, food hygiene should be second
nature at this time when new food risks are sharply on the increase
Instilling hygiene rules and basics - These should rapidly become second nature and act as
a safeguard for the health of the population at large. Setting an example, repetition and
education are most important in successfully applying personal, domestic, food or pet
hygiene. Likewise, vaccination is an invaluable preventive measure, and should be
undertaken at the appropriate time, and booster schedule adhered to.
Each of us has a contribution to make to health, and this starts with basic day-to-day ground
rules for hygiene.
Effective hygiene should be instilled in us from a young age so that it becomes second
nature.
Hygiene is essentially a healthy attitude towards life in general, including a balanced diet, a
well ordered lifestyle, balanced sleeping patterns and avoiding smoking, alcohol and drugs.
Living hygienically is the first step towards a healthier society
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Unit 6.2: First Aid
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the common components of First Aid Kit.
Perform emergency procedures of First Aid in different situations.
Describe importance of Personal Protective Equipment.
Identify components of PPE.

6.2.1 First Aid and First Aid Kit
First aid is the assistance given to any person suffering a sudden illness or injury with care
provided to preserve life, prevent the condition from worsening, or promote recovery.

Components of First Aid kit
Kits vary in contents but most kits have the following items:












Band-aids / Adhesive bandages
Gauze pads and tape
Scissors, cold pack
Wound bandage / compress
Eye pads / eye wash solution
First aid / burn cream
Antibiotic ointment
Face shield or barrier mask for providing CPR
Forceps / tweezers
Disposable thermometers
First aid instruction booklet
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Common Procedures for First Aid in various situations
Adult / Child Choking: Severe Airway Blockage
Quickly ask, “are you choking?”
 If the victim nods yes, or is unable to talk, speak, or cough – act quickly.
 Stand behind the victim.
 Make a fist and place the thumb side of that hand against the victim’s abdomen, just above the
navel and below the ribs. Grasp fist with the other hand.
 Quickly thrust inward and upward into the abdomen.
 Repeat thrusts until object is expelled or victim becomes unresponsive.

Victim is unresponsive:





If needed, help the victim to the ground and alert EMS / call 911.
Begin chest thrusts as you would with CPR. Each time the airway is opened look for the object in
the victim’s throat and if you can see it, remove it – being careful not to lodge the object further
into the victim’s throat.
Continue chest thrusts until EMS / Paramedics arrive, or the victim shows signs of breathing
/responsiveness.

Minor Wounds
Signs and Symptoms:






Break, cut or opening in the skin
Bleeding – may be minor, moderate or severe
Bruising and pain
Infection
Progressing shock
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First Aid:




If bleeding, apply direct pressure with a clean cloth or absorbent pad.
Wash area with antibacterial soap and clean until there appears to be no foreign matter in the
wound.
Cover area with an adhesive bandage or gauze wrap.

Bruising
It is caused by broken blood vessels leaking blood under the skin. Bruising can be minimal or large
and severe.

Signs and Symptoms:



Pain and swelling
Discoloration: new bruising will be dark purple / older bruising will fade to greenish yellow

First Aid:



Apply ice to injury to reduce pain, bleeding and swelling.
To prevent frost bite to the injured area, place a thin towel or cloth between the skin and ice.
Limit ice application to 20 minutes on, 20 off.
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Shock
Shock develops when not enough blood flows to the vital organs of the body. Victims with shock
may stop responding.

Signs and Symptoms:








Dizziness, faint or weak feeling
Rapid, shallow breathing
Anxiety, restlessness, agitation, or confusion
Cool and clammy to the touch
Pale or grayish skin
Thirst
Nausea or vomiting

First Aid:






Help person lie on their back.
Keep victim lying flat with feet slightly elevated if possible.
Cover person to keep him/her warm, but prevent overheating.
Ensure an open airway for victim and adequate breathing.
Monitor victim and administer CPR if necessary.
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Burns

Signs and Symptoms:



Pain, Redness
Swelling, Blisters

First Aid:






Expose the burn.
Cool burns with cold water and continue until pain lessens.
After cooling, cover with a dry, sterile bandage or clean dressing.
Protect from friction /pressure
DO NOT pop blisters or apply any ointment or other substance.

Bites and Stings First Aid
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General Signs and Symptoms







Redness
Swelling
Pain
Itching
Nausea
Problems breathing

First Aid





Remove jewellery and constrictive clothing
Wash the area with soap and clean water
Cover the area with an adhesive bandage or gauze wrap
Apply ice if needed to reduce pain and swelling

Heat Exhaustion First Aid

Signs and Symptoms:











Cool, moist skin with goose bumps when in the heat
Heavy sweating
Faintness
Dizziness
Fatigue
Weak, rapid pulse
Low blood pressure upon standing
Muscle cramps
Nausea
Headache
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First Aid:





Stop all activity and rest.
Move to a cooler place.
Drink cool water or sports drinks.
Contact your doctor if your signs or symptoms worsen or if they don't improve within one hour.
Seek immediate medical attention if your body temperature reaches 104°F (40°C) or higher.

6.2.2 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Personal protective equipment (PPE) refers to protective clothing, helmets, goggles, or other
garments or equipment designed to protect the wearer's body from injury or infection. The hazards
addressed by protective equipment include physical, electrical, heat, chemicals, biohazards, and
airborne particulate matter.
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Exercise
1. Discuss some general safety rules for working in the workshop.

2. What is PPE and are the common components of PPE?
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3. What is an accident and what are the types of accidents?

4. Discuss the types of fire-extinguisher and their uses?

5. Write a short note on health and hygiene?

6. What are the common components of First-Aid kit?
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7. What are the symptoms of shock and what should be the first-aid?

8. What are the symptoms of heat exhaustion and what should be the first-aid?
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7. Team Work
Unit 7.1 – Working in a Team
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Describe the benefits of team work.
2. Identify the stages of team building.
3. Describe the methods of working in a team effectively.
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Unit 7.1: Working in a Team
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Describe the benefits of team work.
2. Identify the stages of team building.
3. Describe the methods of working in a team effectively

7.1.1 Why work in teams?
There are several good reasons:
• Research shows that we all learn effectively from each other. Hence, your teams should be
learning teams, with the focus on helping each other to learn.
• Teams are much more effective than individuals for work on complex projects.
• Teamwork develops your interpersonal skills in coping with conflict, in being a chairperson, in
developing your interdependence and accountability and in developing your sense of self-esteem.
This aids your personal development and your non-work-related relationships.

7.1.2 Effective teams
Why do some groups accomplish very little, while others achieve much more?
This difference stems very much from the processes within the group - its inner dynamics or
workings. The features of an effective team include:
• combined group effort of all members
• clear goals
• group members focused on learning
• mutual trust and support
• open communication
• democratic processes.
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7.1.3 Making the most of your team
There are many advantages of working collaboratively with other students. To make the most of
your experience as a team member, remember to:
• Become actively. Don't wait for another team member to do all the work.
• Share - open communication and the contribution of ideas and information is essential for
successful and highly performing teams.
• Learn to work cooperatively. The success of your team will depend on helping each other.
• Respect your fellow team members. Be aware that each team member will have unique talents
and ways of learning. Not everyone learns by the same process.
• Use your time productively and effectively. Define clear goals - what needs to get done, by whom
and why?
• Expect success - be enthusiastic and positive.
• Meet with your group members regularly.
• Ask your tutor for frequent feedback - that's the tutor's role.
• Maintain a sense of humour - keep things in perspective.
• Hang in there - developing a good team is hard work and demands commitment from all team
members.

7.1.4 Group development Process
There is strong evidence that groups pass through a sequence of five stages of development. These
are sometimes defined as:


Forming, or coming together



Storming, or conflict



Norming, or working out the rules



Performing, or getting the job done



Mourning, or breaking up.

The length of time different groups take to pass through each of these developmental stages will
vary, but it is generally not possible to achieve high team performance until the group has passed
through at least the first three stages. The duration of each stage will depend on factors such as
individual and team maturity, task complexity, leadership, organisational climate, and external
climate.
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Forming ….. Am I a member of this group?
During this stage of group development new team members discover what being a member of this
group means.
You may find that you and/or other group members need:
• clear goals and objectives
• definition of tasks and roles
• clear work plans
• to identify group behaviour, standards and norms and ways to handle behavioural problems
You and/or other group members may:
• demonstrate excitement
• participate hesitantly
• show tentative attachment to the group
• discuss problems peripheral to the task
• be uncomfortable and anxious about the new situation
• accomplish minimal work
This stage is complete when new members start thinking of themselves as part of a group.

Storming ….. Who controls this group?
During this stage of group development, team members may become hostile or overzealous as a
way to express their individuality and resist group formation.
You may find that you and/or other group members exhibit:
• infighting, defensiveness and competition
• doubts about success
• low group morale
• polarisation of group members
• concern over excessive work
• disunity and increased tension
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You and/or other group members may:
• set unrealistic goals
• resist the task demands
• establish a pecking order
• criticise group leaders or other group members
• complain.
Many groups do not develop beyond this stage because they lack the ability to listen to each other
and find mutually acceptable resolutions to the major issues.

Norming ….. What are the rules of this group?
During this stage of group development, members accept the team, the team norms, their own
roles and the idiosyncrasies of fellow group members. Emotional conflict is reduced by patching up
previously conflicting relationships.
You and/or other group members may:
• Attempt to achieve maximum harmony by avoiding conflict
• develop a high level of trust and respect for others in the group
• discuss group dynamics constructively
• form friendships
• develop a sense of team cohesion with a common spirit and goals
• have high group morale
• establish and maintain group boundaries
• accomplish a moderate amount of work
During this stage, if the formally appointed leader is not effective, or there is no formal leader, a
leader will emerge or should be agreed upon who can focus the group resources to solve problems.

Performing ….. How high can this group go?
Now that the team has established its interpersonal norms, it becomes an entity capable of
diagnosing and solving problems, and making decisions. This stage is not always reached by all
teams.
You and/or other group members may:
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• be willing to sort through group problems
• develop high conflict resolution skills
• understand members' strengths and weaknesses
• undertake constructive self change
• identify closely with the group
• accomplish a great deal of work
Groups reaching this stage will be effective and will devote energy to maintain good group relations.

Mourning ….. Where do we go from here?
This final stage of group development applies more to temporary teams like task groups or
committees. However these days, with reorganisations occurring frequently this stage is not
uncommon.
You and/or other group members may:
• feel elated at the successful attainment of goals
• feel disappointed at unattained goals
• feel a sense of loss when the group is disbanded
• feel relief at the end of the process
• congratulate each other
• celebrate.

Exercise
1. Why should we work in a team?
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2. What are the features of an effective team?

3. Discuss the group development process?

4. How can we get the maximum output from a team?
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